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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

The upward revision of 2019 global grain production prospects on the back of good weather weakens our twelvemonth international benchmark price forecasts for wheat, coarse grains, and oilseeds.

Dairy

Rabobank is forecasting a baseline southern export milk price of AUD 6.40/kgMS for the new season.

Beef

Prices ease with limited demand for restocking.

Sheepmeat

Lamb prices strong and set to go higher.

Sugar

Brazil favours ethanol production to start their harvest – could this be the key to higher sugar prices?

Cotton

Fresh Chinese import quotas are good news for exporters in future seasons.

Wool

Flock composition and seasons driving low premiums for finer wools.

Wine

Rabobank expects more inventory to be cleared in China in the coming months, leading to a slowdown in
imported wine volumes.

Horticulture

Rabobank expects strong value and volume growth for Australian almond exports to China to continue over the
2019-20 marketing year.

Fertiliser

Reduced global fertiliser demand ahead of the northern hemisphere spring planting will limit any global price rises
in the next three months.

FX

AUD has fallen again, but we haven’t bottomed out yet.

Oil

Rabobank’s base forecast is for Brent crude oil to average USD 75/bbl during Q2.

Bone Dry April
Relative Root Zone Soil Moisture, Apr 2019

Very little rain fell across a majority of Australia’s agricultural
regions during April. After moderate falls in March, follow-up rain
failed to reach drought affected regions in Northern NSW and Southern
QLD. Dubbo, Moree, and Dalby failed to register any rain in April.
Many of Australia’s crop farmers are facing average to very much below
average soil moisture at the beginning of sowing the winter crop. The
largest soil moisture deficits are in South Australia and Victoria. Year-todate (YTD), Port Lincoln (SA, Eyre Peninsula) and Clare (SA, Mid North)
has received less than 10mm of rainfall. Horsham (Vic, Wimmera) has
only received 35mm YTD, of which 31mm fell in February.

Source: BOM, 2019
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Timely Rain Forecast
Some timely rain may be about to arrive for NSW farmers. At the time
of writing, the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) has forecast falls of up to
40mm across much of NSW for the first week of May.

Three-month outlook, May-July 2019

BOM expects that sea temperatures in the Pacific Ocean will continue to
remain close to El Niño thresholds in the coming months. BOM’s model
suggests a weak El Niño is likely during May, before sea temperatures cool
during spring.

What to watch

Rainfall during the next three months is critical for many Australian farmers,
some
of whom
XXX|
XXX are facing a third consecutive year of drought. BOM’s outlook
favours neither wet or dry conditions over the next three months, reflective
of the major climate drivers, ENSO and IOD, being neutral.

Source: BOM 2019

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) & Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Outlook
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South-East Australia Struggles
As the traditional planting milestones of Anzac Day and Easter have come and gone, most of Australia’s
cropping regions remain with below-average soil moisture, and vast regions of Victoria and South
Australia with very low soil moisture, or their lowest on record. Dry planting has begun in some regions,
but with only average rainfall prospects for the next three months, a below-average harvest volume is
now on the cards for New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, and Victoria.
Ongoing dry conditions have maintained support for grain prices across Australia’s east. Lower feed grain
demand has however limited the expected upside as prospects for south-eastern Australia’s 2019/20
harvest fall. This lower demand is due to continuous destocking ahead of winter and rain in some QLD and
NSW pastoral regions. We expect continued support for east coast prices as winter descends.
A somewhat better, though still in the balance, 2019/20 production outlook for Western Australia and
higher incoming stocks have worked with global price declines to bring west coast prices down. Kwinana
APW2 went below AUD 290/tonne for the first time in nine months during April. West coast basis remains
only marginally above the five-year average of AUD 51/tonne, and only the arrival of east coast ships can lift
prices, because global demand will not.
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Grains &
Oilseeds

With Russia’s prospects on the rise (among other factors), CBOT wheat softened 6% during April. We
forecast CBOT wheat to reach USc 450 in Q2, only finding USc 465 in Q4 (USc 5/bu below our previous
forecast).
Forecast YOY increases in EU and Canadian barley supply and lower Chinese import demand are
increasingly likely to weigh on global barley values in 2019/20. Along with expectations of a bumper South
American corn crop, we have lowered expectations for global coarse grain prices. While our expectation is
still for a rise towards Q2 2020, we no longer see CBOT corn broaching Usc 400/bu.

What to Watch
•

•

African Swine Fever, which continues to spread across China. Rabobank expects pork production to
decline by at least 25% to 35% in 2019. Soybean demand will fall and keep downward pressure on
global edible oil prices. But reduced feed requirements in the world’s largest pig herd are expected to
be partially offset by growth of soymeal in aquaculture and layer feed rations.
Canola plantings – with a dry start to the AU winter crop 2019/20 season, plus low global prices, we
expect reduced Australian canola planting. Lower Canadian planting and EU dryness reduce our
expectations for 2019/20 supply, but prices will remain burdened by our soybean outlook, which we
expect to battle to against a USc 900/bu ceiling out to Q2 2020.

Good Weather Burdens Global Price Outlook
Kwinana falls with global prices, but APW basis
remains comfortably above the 2013-18
average elsewhere
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Near-Record Milk Prices on the Radar
Double-digit falls in milk production will continue as the season winds down. Australian milk
production was down 12.6% in February. Season-to-date falls now stand at 430m litres, or 6.4%.
Rabobank expects these forces to culminate in the national milk pool finishing the 2018/19 season at
8.6bn litres, down 8% YOY. There are plenty of moving parts when forecasting milk production for the
2019/20 season. The importance of a timely autumn break this season cannot be overstated. Assuming
an average autumn, Rabobank is forecasting national milk production to fall by 0.8% in 2019/20.
Global market fundamentals are improving. Global milk production growth remains very modest.
Most recent data releases have surprised markets. US milk production fell in March (by 0.4%). This was
the year-on-year monthly drop in milk production since late 2013. In the same month, New Zealand
milk production was down 7.5% on a milksolids basis.
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Milk price signals are improving. There have already been price signals from some dairy companies
firming up prices for 2019/20. Based on our latest global market forecasts, Rabobank expects an
indicative 2019/20 weighted average farmgate milk price for the Southern Export region of AUD
6.40/kgMS. With competitive tension for milk running hot – there will be near-record milk prices on
offer in the new season.
Water pricing jumps in southern Murray Darling basin. Allocation prices have continued to climb in
the past month. Reported prices hits fresh highs of AUD 630/ML in trade. Ongoing dry conditions, a dry
outlook and a lack of water on the market has resulted in the spike. Not surprisingly, all eyes are fixed on
the impact high water prices will have on regional milk production in the new season. The region has
been responsible for more than 60% of the fall in national production.

What to watch

Dairy

•

Lion Dairy & Drinks sale process. Saputo have announced plans to acquire the specialty cheese
business of Lion Dairy & Drinks. The transaction is subject to foreign investment approval (FIRB)
and clearance by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC). All eyes will
now be on what Kirin do with the residual business units, including dairy beverages and juice
(ambient and chilled).

Global Milk Production Continues to Stutter
Global dairy prices, 2014 - 2019

Production growth key exporting regions
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With Limited Restocker Demand,
Prices Return to Lower Levels
After a substantial rise through late March and early April following some widespread rain, prices have
again eased given limited restocker demand. The EYCI lifted to AUD 5.05/kg cwt on 4 April but
subsequently fell to AUD 4.53c/kg cwt on 17 April and was AUD 4.68c/kg cwt on 26 April. We expect
prices to level out at current levels. If rainfall is average – as forecast – it will allow producers to
accommodate some of the additional young cattle coming to market in the weaner sales. But
above-average rain is needed to stimulate restocking and price rises. While cattle prices rose
through late March and early April, the price spread between restocker steers and heavy steers
remains very small. This suggests that producers, holding cattle in a supply constrained market, are
more the cause of price rises rather than active restocking. In 2016 and 2017, when seasons
supported restocking, the price spread got as large as AUD 1, as young cattle were in high demand.
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Meat and livestock weekly slaughter reports show slaughter numbers remaining consistent through
early March before dropping in the latter part of the month and into April. Rainfall in late March and
early April is expected to have allowed producers to hold cattle, reducing numbers sent to slaughter.
Slaughter numbers started to increase in April 2018 as a result of dry conditions. Having stayed high
since last year, current weekly slaughter figures now more closely match volumes seen in 2018.
Australian live cattle exports are up 15% for the first three months of 2019, while live export prices
have dropped since February, as increased numbers come on to the market.

What to watch

Beef

•

Producer demand – with weaner sales occurring in many southern markets through May, the
increased number of store cattle will push young cattle prices lower unless producer demand
is stimulated. Despite rain lifting prices in early April, indications are that this is more a result of
limited supplies with producers holding stock rather than actively buying stock. The lack of
any premium for young cattle indicates a current lack of producer demand.

Market Still Waiting for Producer Demand
to Return
EYCI rises on rain then falls again

Negative restocker steer to heavy steer price spread
shows lack of producer demand in the market.
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Prices at Records and Looking to
Go Higher
Lamb prices continue to rise. The ESTLI broke through the AUD 7/kg cwt mark in early April and
now sits at AUD 7.19c/kg cwt. In reaching this level it has set a new record for the first six months
of the year – matched only by the AUc 7.10/kg recorded in late June 2018. While store lambs and
sheep also experienced a rise, their prices have since slipped, reflective of the continuing
subdued demand by producers due to tough seasonal conditions. With strong export demand
and ongoing limited domestic supplies of lamb, we expect prices to remain strong and track
higher as we progress into the winter months.
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Meat and livestock weekly slaughter numbers show that lamb and sheep slaughter numbers for
early April were up on 2018 volumes. Later in the month, numbers have come back to be more in
line with 2018 volumes. Rainfall in late March would allow producers to retain sheep, accounting
for slaughter volumes coming back in line with 2018. The drop in lamb volumes is possibly more
a result of reduced lamb availability. Given the strong jump in lamb prices, availability must be
short. With a number of months before the new season lambs become available, the limited
numbers suggest that prices will remain strong for a number of months.
Live sheep exports for the first three months of 2019 are up 8% on 2018 volumes, with exports
from WA up 29% on 2018 volumes.

What to watch
•

Sheepmeat

US lamb prices – US import prices for Australian lamb have been steadily increasing through
2018 and into 2019. The US has seen increasing volumes of protein (pork, poultry, and beef)
being produced, which is causing retail price competition. But US lamb retail prices have
bucked this trend and have seen a rise through 2018 into 2019. These increasing prices are
creating room for Australian lamb prices to rise without the erosion of margins.

Limited Domestic Supplies and Strong Export
Markets Support Prices
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator rises –
reaching record levels in 1H

US lamb import prices rise as demand
remains strong
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Brazilian Influence Takes Hold
ICE #11 Raw Sugar prices remain in the doldrums, between USc 12.5-USc 13/lb through April –
equivalent to AUD 390-AUD 410/tonne. Asian cane harvests – particularly out of India and Thailand –
have been exceeding all expectations, with India potentially looking at a second consecutive record
crop. Similarly, Thai production is fast approaching our forecast, with several mills still in operation.
Our concern is that these additional supplies will weigh on global export markets, maintaining
pressure on short-term prices – including here in Australia. Speculative positioning on white sugar
has reached the most bearish on record -- a sign that traders anticipate continued Indian exports
despite recent dispute action, led by Australia and Brazil, at a WTO level.

Charles Clack
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Brazil brings some medium-term optimism to global sugar, with ethanol production being
favoured by mills to start the season. An exceptionally tight ethanol situation in Brazil – triggered by
strong demand, rising oil prices and recent harvest disruption – has driven the ethanol parity above
USc 15/lb, an unseasonably high level. This situation is likely to be temporary, as the harvest resumes
and ethanol production catches up with demand. However, it is enough to increase Rabobank’s
price forecast to AUD 410/tonne (USc 13/lb) in Q2 2019 and 430 AUD/tonne (USc 13.6/lb) in Q4
2019, assuming a 0.70 AUD/USD rate. Expectations for a 4.3m tonne global supply deficit in 2019/20
also provides price support later this year and into next.
Australian sugar production estimates vary from 4.5m-4.9m tonnes, ahead of the milling season
next month. Rabobank forecasts a 34m tonne cane crop to deliver 4.7m tonnes of sugar. Crops vary
considerably by region, with some experiencing prolonged dryness, while others received ample
rainfall.

What to watch

Sugar

•

With so much riding on Brazilian ethanol production, energy prices will be an important factor
going forward – along with the BRL/USD rate. With Brent crude surging to USD 74/bbl last week,
Rabobank forecasts further upside in the medium-term.

•

Higher internal prices in China could drive additional imports into the region. Chinese
purchasing has been particularly soft in recent weeks, but the growing disparity between internal
and international prices could drive more trade through the unofficial channels.

Brazilian Mills Favour Ethanol Over Sugar
Production, but For How Long?
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Brazil brings some medium-term optimism to global sugar prices as ethanol production is
favoured (over sugar production) by mills to start the season.

China Shows Its Cards
Cotton picking continues down through central NSW, with irrigated crops reporting ~12 bale/ha
yields. There are early concerns of rain coming through south/central NSW this week, potentially
reducing colour grades of open, unpicked bolls.
2019 domestic cash prices remain at AUD 630-AUD 640/bale, as the July ICE #2 contract keeps
steady around USc 78/lb. Despite steadiness in the current season, there has been some surprising
movement in March 2020 and 2021 prices – up 0.7% and 0.5% MOM, respectively. Additional Chinese
import quota, plus the forward purchasing of US cotton, suggests that export demand could pick up
significantly in future – supporting these new season prices. Speculative traders historically have
considerable upside price influence leading up to July – 2019 looks to be no exception, and
Rabobank anticipates a May/June ICE #2 price peak (albeit with lower volatility vs. previous seasons).
China announces additional import quota along with this year’s reserve auctions. This latest
import quota, totalling some 800,00 tonnes (or 3.8m bales), could increase China’s cotton appetite by
some 40% YOY. In addition, reserve auctions of 4.6m bales have been announced between May and
September. Sounds like ‘out with the old, in with the new’ – exciting news for cotton exporters.
Charles Clack
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Plantings in the US have begun well, with 9% of crops planted nationally – on par with the fiveyear average. Texas sees 12% planted, marginally above average, as recent rains relieve any dryness
concerns here – NOAA’s three-month outlook maintains above-normal rainfall for the region. Very
favourable planting conditions, coupled with a considerable slump in soybean prices, suggest US
acres will increase YOY this season – contrary to latest USDA estimates. This, coupled with a potential
12m, 480lb bale Brazilian crop, highlights a significant supply pipeline for late 2019 – the key driver
forming our longer-term bearish view.

What to watch

Cotton

•

2019/20 global supply and demand forecasts will be released by the USDA in May. These are
the department’s first comprehensive forecasts for next season, and tend to influence the ICE #2.
Global demand will take focus, as will Chinese consumption. We’ll also be watching US output.

•

Any recovery in the 2019/20 Australian crop will depend entirely on rainfall this
autumn/winter. Without an autumn break, water availability in the MDB will remain tight and
cotton acres will decline for a second consecutive year.

Additional Import Quota, Totalling ~3.8m Bales,
Could Increase China's Appetite by 40% YOY
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There has been some surprising upside movement in March 2020 and 2021 prices, driven by additional Chinese
import quota and forward purchasing of US cotton – both of which suggest improved future export demand

Prices and Fine Wool Premiums
Ease Slightly
Wool prices eased through April. The EMI fell to AUc 1943/kg on 29 April after starting the
month at AUc 1947/kg. Premiums for the finer wools also continued to ease slightly. 17 micron
wool prices are now just 1.08 times higher than 21 micron – almost equalling the lowest
premium seen in July 2016 at 1.05. Crossbred wools continue to perform strongly, defying the
finer wool downturn seen since early March. 28 and 30 micron prices are at their highest levels
in over 20 years.
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The AWTA test data shows the number of bales tested in March was down 3.7% on 2018. The
incomplete data for April shows the number of bales tested down 19.7% compared to the
previous year. The Australian wool production forecast released in mid April revised down the
total wool produced to be a drop of 12.7% on 2017/18 volumes. They cited reduced sheep
numbers due to dry conditions and reduced production as the main factors for the decline.
Lower sheep numbers will also reduce future seasons, and the Australian wool production
forecast also released their first forecast for the 2019/20 season, showing a further fall of 4.5%.
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What to watch

Wool

•

Chinese demand for fake fur – Demand by China for fake fur manufactured from coarser
wool types is one of the reasons cited for the rise in crossbred wool prices. But while in
nominal terms the crossbred wools are more expensive in relative terms, they are just
regaining some of the price difference they have been losing for a number of years. Is the
market rebalancing or is this a short-term fashion trend price driver?

Wool Prices and Premiums for Finer
Wools Ease Slightly
EMI eases after rising for much of 2019

Crossbred wools reach record prices
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Chinese Market Ever-Changing
Inventory levels of imported wine, and the slowdown in China’s economy, led to a reduction in the
volume of China’s wine imports across 2018 as well as into early 2019. The news is not all bad, with
the average price per litre of imported wines rising in 2018. Rabobank expects the wine
consumption market in China to continue to adjust in 2019. Elsewhere, Brexit is extended but no
further certainty exists.
China’s total wine imports reduced in the first two months of 2019, with France and Germany taking
the largest declines of all established suppliers. The market dynamic continues to change in China,
with consumers continuing to follow the premiumisation trend. This is leading to a profile of less but
more (drinking less volume while upgrading to higher value wines).
This trend has flowed into the average value per litre rising for imported wines by around 13% across
2018, offsetting some of the volume declines seen by exporting countries. Rabobank expects Chinese
wine importers to continue to look to clear inventory, something which has been challenging for lower
value segments in 2018.
Rabobank’ s expectation is that this change in import patterns will continue to occur across the
coming months.
Hayden Higgins
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Meanwhile, the Brexit deadline again came and went with an extension agreed until 31 October 2019
and a review of progress planned in June 2019. Rabobank expects importers to run down current
inventory levels, built up in the approach to the original Brexit deadline. But we also expect a similar
import pattern linked to building up pre Brexit inventory, seen in late 2018, to occur again in the lead
up to the new Brexit date.

What to watch

Wine

•

E-commerce sales channels in China – Wine companies and distributors in China continue to seek
a closer relationship to their customers. As growth in online wine sales occurs, China’s e-commerce
giants JD.Com and Alibaba continue to use big data to understand consumer profiles, and China’s
wine companies and distributors are becoming more aligned to these tech giants.

China Trade War Takes Toll on Overall
US Wine Exports
US wine exports
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Exports of US wine to the world grew in overall volume in the 12 months to February 2019, but value
dropped, led by the reduction in both volume and value of exports to China.
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Cracking China’s Almond Market
Over the 2018-19 marketing year, Australian almond exporters took full advantage of the market
opportunity created by the US China trade war as China grew total direct almond imports by over
80% YOY. Australian export volume and value experienced strong growth and the market mix also
changed to favour China. Australian exporters captured all of the US’s decline in export volumes to
greater China. We expect Chinese demand for Australian almonds to continue in 2019.
Despite the US – China trade war, China’s import demand for almonds continued to grow across the
Australian almond marketing year. Australian almonds captured market share in China with
phenomenal growth in export volumes to represent around 20% of all Australian almond exports to
February 2019 (in 2017-18 marketing year, this was 1%).
Overall Chinese direct imports from US were stable, but cross border imports of US almonds from
Hong Kong into China dropped significantly. Hong Kong’s imports of US almonds represented the
majority of total US export volume declines to the greater China market.
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In other key markets, Vietnam showed strong demand growth for Australian almonds, with exports
to that country up by over 100% for volumes YOY. This demand growth from China and Vietnam has
seen overall volumes to other key markets such as Germany, Spain and India reduce across the 2018
marketing year.
Rabobank expects Chinese demand growth for Australian almonds to continue in the 2019
marketing year, because even though a trade deal may be reached between the US and China, the
lag between signing and implementation will take much of 2019.

What to watch


Horticulture

Opportunities with Chinese e-commerce giants – China’s leading e-commerce companies Alibaba
and JD.com, via their fresh sales channels, are stepping up links with Southern Hemisphere
exporters and producers of fresh fruits. A range of supply agreements have recently been put in
place between Tmall and 7Fresh with a number of New Zealand fresh fruit exporters. Opportunity
will also exist for Australian fruit exporters. Rabobank’s 2018 industry note Bringing Retail to a
Broader Industry looks at this growing sales channel in China.

Australia Returns To Export Growth
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Global trade tensions assisted Australian global almond exports to return to strong volume and value
growth in 2018 marketing year.
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AUD Falls Again: But We Haven’t
Bottomed out Yet
We maintain our forecast that the AUD will fall to USc 68 within 12 months, as monetary policy in
the US and Australia diverges.
In the US, we still see no further monetary policy tightening in 2019, with the OCR set to stay put at
2.5%. The minutes of the FOMC meeting on 19-20 March (released in April) show that muted
inflationary pressures and downside risks to the economic outlook made the Committee remove all
hikes for 2019 from the dot plot.
Meanwhile, the case for rate cuts in Australia strengthened in April. Core inflation for March came in
at 1.4% YOY. This is the lowest reading since the current series began in 2003. It is well below the RBA
target of 2-3 percent – a range that inflation hasn’t entered into now for three years. The data have
underpinned market calls for two RBA rate cuts this year and increased the risk that the RBA could
plump for the first move next month during the election campaign.
The AUD was trading at just above AUc 70 on 26 April: down more than a cent on a month prior, and
6.5 cents off the peak seen in May 2018.
Rabobank forecasts the AUD to hit USc 68 by March 2020.

What to watch

FX

•

The slowing global economy. In April, the IMF downgraded their forecast for world economic
growth in 2019 by 20 percentage points (to 3.3%). This would be the slowest rate of growth since
2016, and below the 20-year average of 3.6%. Despite the downgraded forecast, the IMF notes
that risks are tilted to the downside. It is unavoidable that a slowdown like this will have impact
on the consumption of many products that Australia produces and exports. The hope is that it
will be offset somewhat by a falling AUD, improving commodity prices in local currency terms.

AUD Edges Closer Towards our 12-Month
Forecast of USc 68
Australian/US dollar Cross Rate
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Subdued Demand to Cap Prices
Market fundamentals are pointing to reduced global fertiliser demand ahead of the northern
hemisphere spring planting. We expect this to limit any global price rises in the next three
months.
An improved outlook for global crop production for the 2019/20 season has had a negative impact on
global crop prices. Global prices for wheat and soybeans are trading well-below price highs reached in
mid 2018. Rabobank doesn’t expect prices of either commodity to recover, at least before Q4 2019. We
see this placing a cap on farmer input investment, and subsequently fertiliser demand in the northern
hemisphere this season.
The key swing factor is corn planted area. A significant expansion in corn plantings will support demand
for nitrogen. Although farmers in the US have had a delayed start to planting as a result of bad weather,
Rabobank expects a 3 percent expansion in planted corn area. Together with a bullish price outlook, this
will support demand for nitrogen, and to some extent offset lower demand from wheat and soybean
crops.
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During March, AUD-adjusted global urea (ex Middle East) prices finished up AUD 44/tonne (13 percent).
DAP (ex US Gulf) remained unchanged MOM.
So far, a dry start to the winter crop season has limited local demand. If rains arrive before it is too late, a
sharp increase in demand may overwhelm local supplies, leaving farmers paying above market prices
and/or experiencing delayed deliveries. This is compounded by the fact that many farmers have opted
for a hand-to-mouth fertiliser purchasing strategy for this years crop, following a dry year last year.

What to Watch
•

Farm Inputs

Vietnam bans glyphosate use - During April, the Vietnamese government announced that it would be
taking its ban on glyphosate imports one step further, and ban the use of glyphosate all together. While
this will not impact local Australian farmers immediately, it should be considered what follow-on
decisions might be made and the longer-term impacts on commodity exports. We see the most likely
scenario being that Vietnam will not alter Maximum Residue Limits (MRLs) at all, or would reduce MRLs
to a level in line with Australia’s standards. More broadly speaking, this case illustrates a move away from
a scientific evidence-based approach to policy.

Nitrogen Bounces Ahead of Corn Planting
AUD-adjusted global prices
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Oil Supply Concerns May Deliver
Price Upside
Despite the potential for tight supply to push prices higher, Rabobank’s base forecast for Brent crude
oil to average USD 75/bbl during Q2 remains. We forecast that during 2019, Iranian oil production
reached its lowest point in more than 30 years, following an announcement from the Trump
administration that no new waivers would be made for importers of Iranian oil. In response, Saudi
Arabia and the UAE have assured the US they will keep the market well-supplied in return for
isolating Iran, although the details are murky.
Ocean freight costs have bounced off a three-year low, and are up 30 percent MOM ahead of the
northern hemisphere summer.

Brent Crude Oil & Average Sydney Diesel
April 2015-April 2019
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